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Abstract: We propose time-division based color electroholography with a
one-chip RGB Light Emitting Diode (LED) and a low-priced synchronizing
controller. In electroholography, although color reconstruction methods via
time-division have already been proposed, the methods require an LCD
with a high refresh rate and output signals from the LCD for synchronizing
the RGB reference lights such as laser sources, which consequently increase
the development cost. Instead of using such an LCD, the proposed method
is capable of using a general LCD panel with a normal refresh rate of 60 Hz.
In addition, the LCD panel used in the proposed method does not require
the output signals from the LCD. Instead, we generated synchronized
signals using an external controller developed by a low-priced one-chip
microprocessor, and, use a one-chip RGB LED instead of lasers as the RGB
reference lights. The one-chip LED allows us to decrease the development
cost and to facilitate optical-axis alignment. Using this method, we observed
a multi-color 3D reconstructed movie at a frame rate of 20 Hz.

© 2011 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

In recent years, three dimensional (3D) displays have been studied using computer-generated
holograms (CGH), since the information of 3D objects can be recorded on a CGH and re-
constructed from the same [1, 2]. Such 3D displays are referred to as electroholography and
although expected to become the standard, they are difficult to develop because the CGH tech-
nique requires a spatial light modulator (SLM), which can display the high-resolution inter-
ference fringe of a CGH. The interval of the latter is almost equivalent to a light wavelength
because the CGH technique utilizes the phenomena of diffraction and interference of a light
wave. In current electroholography, a liquid crystal display (LCD) often functions as an SLM.

In the field of electroholography, color reconstruction has been studied. Here, the system
used three LCD panels (amplitude or phase-modulated type) to display CGHs, upon which the
red, green and blue components of a 3D object were recorded [4–8]. The system can reconstruct
a color 3D object by compounding the diffracted light from each LCD. Other researchers have
also proposed a system with a white light source [9] for which three LCD panels are required.

Color reconstruction methods using a single SLM have also been proposed, for example,
via the space-division [10, 11] and depth-division [12, 13] methods. Another approach is time-
division, which temporally switches RGB reference lights by synchronizing signals [14–17].
The first attempt at time-division color reconstruction was developed by using a high refresh
rate LCD (CMD8X6D made by Colorado Microdisplay Inc.) with a refresh rate of 360 Hz and
electric shutters for switching reference lights from lasers [14]. The LCD directly outputs three
synchronized signals, indicating that one of the red, green and blue CGHs is currently displayed
on the LCD panel. The synchronized signals are connected to each of the electric shutters via
the buffer circuit. We developed a second system of time-division color reconstruction by using
LCD and RGB Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs), instead of lasers and electric shutters [15]. In
ref. [16], we report an interactive color electroholography with a time-division method and a
special-purpose computational chip for CGH. These systems could reconstruct a color object,
but require a high refresh LCD.

In this paper, we propose time-division based color electroholography with a one-chip RGB
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LED and low-priced synchronizing controller. Instead of using a high refresh-rate LCD, the
proposed method is capable of using a general LCD panel with a normal refresh rate of 60 Hz.
In addition, the LCD panel used in the proposed method does not require the outputs of syn-
chronized signals from the LCD. In the proposed method, we generated synchronized signals
by an external controller developed by a low-priced one-chip microprocessor. And, we used
a one-chip RGB LED instead of lasers as the RGB reference lights. Using this method, we
observed a multi-color 3D reconstructed movie at a frame rate of 20 Hz.

In Section 2, we describe the proposed method in detail. In Section 3, we show the results of
an optical experiment. In Section 4, we conclude this work.

2. Time-division electroholography using a RGB LED and synchronizing controller

Fig. 1. Outline of the time division color electroholography using an one-chip RGB LED
and synchronizing controller.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the time division color electroholography using an one-chip RGB
LED and synchronizing controller.

Our approach has originality in terms of the following points as compared with previous works
[14–17]:

1. The proposed method can reconstruct a color 3D object, using any display device with
60 Hz or over.
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2. The synchronizing circuit is realized at low-cost, using a one-chip microprocessor.

3. The one-chip RGB LED allows us to decrease the development cost and to facilitate
optical-axis alignment.

Figures 1 and 2 show an outline and photograph of the system for time-division based color
reconstruction. The host computer (PC) prepares a color 3D object and divides it into red, green
and blue components, and then, the host computer computes three CGHs corresponding to the
wavelength of the components using the following equation [2, 3]:

I(xα , yα) =
N

∑
j

A jcos(
2π
λt

(
(xα − x j)

2 +(yα − y j)
2

2z j
)), (1)

where the subscripts α and j mean a CGH and a 3D object, N and Aj are the total number
of object points and the intensities of the object points, respectively. (xα , yα ) and (x j,y j, z j)
are the coordinates on the CGH and the 3D objects,respectively. λt is the wavelength of the
reference lights. Although the wavelength is generally constant in monochrome reconstruction,
in the time-division based color reconstruction λt becomes variable for a time due to the need
to switch the RGB reference lights at certain intervals. The proposed color reconstruction is
also capable of reconstructing from a CGH created by other CGH calculations, for example,
polygon-based CGH calculation, accurate phase-added stereogram method and so on [18, 19].

The LCD diverted from an Epson EMP-TW1000 projector has a resolution of 1,920×1,080
pixels, a pixel pitch of 8.5μm and a maximum refresh rate of 60 Hz. The LCD is an amplitude-
modulated type LCD. Therefore, the PC displays corresponding CGHs in sequence from red,
green and blue on the LCD at a refresh rate of 60 Hz. The one-chip RGB LED is OSTA5131A
made by OptoSupply. The one-chip RGB LED allows us to decrease the development cost
and to facilitate optical-axis alignment. We set up a field lens positioned behind the LCD to
observe a real image of holography, whose diameter and focal length were 100 mm and 300
mm, respectively, at the reconstruction location and observed a reconstruction image at 300 mm
from the field lens [10, 11]. The size of the reconstructed image is about 30 mm × 30 mm.

Unlike a high refresh rate LCD, the LCD is a normal LCD panel and hence does not output
three synchronized signals indicating that one of the red, green and blue CGHs is currently
displayed on the LCD panel. Such synchronized signals must thus be generated. The controller
in Fig. 1 generates these synchronized signals. The controller is developed by a low-priced one-
chip microprocessor, which is the Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) of PIC16F88 made by
Microchip. The total cost of the controller, including the remaining circuit, was less than 10 US
dollars. The PC-PIC communication link is RS-232C.

Figure 3 shows the timing chart of the time-division color reconstruction. The PC sends the
switching signal when displaying a new CGH on the LCD. The upper chart shows the switching
signal from the PC to the PIC. Note that the current system has a delay of 37 ms until a new
CGH is displayed on on the LCD (the middle chart of Fig. 3).

When the PIC receives the switching signal from the PC via RS-232C, the PIC starts gen-
erating the synchronized signals for the RGB LED. To synchronize the display timing with a
switch-on time of the LED, the synchronized signals must be delayed 37 ms after receiving
the switching signal (the bottom chart of Fig. 3). This delay can be easily controlled by the
PIC. The synchronized signals outputted from the ports on the PIC are connected to the LED
directly. In the bottom chart, to avoid mixing up one color with the others, the switch-off time
of each color is prepared within 2 ms. A 3D color movie can be reconstructed at a frame rate
of 20 Hz.
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Fig. 3. Timing chart of the time-division color reconstruction. The upper figure is the
switching signal from PC to PIC. The middle chart is the display timing of CGH on the
LCD. The bottom chart is the synchronized signal for the LED generated by the PIC.

Fig. 4. Optical color reconstruction using the proposed method. (a) and (b) are an original
color object and the color reconstruction without the collimator (the collimator and objec-
tive lenses) and the switch-off time, respectively. (c) is introduced the collimator and the
switch-off time to improve blurring and remove unwanted reconstructed objects.

3. Results

Figure 4 shows color reconstruction by the time-division method. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are
an original color object and the color reconstruction without the collimator (the collimate lens
and objective lens) and the switch-off time, respectively. As we can see from the figure, the
color reconstruction includes unwanted reconstructed objects around the desired reconstructed
object because of there being no switch-off time. In addition, the color reconstruction is blurred
because of there being no collimator. Figure 4(c) introduces the collimator and the switch-off
time to improve the blur and remove unwanted reconstructed objects. The color reconstruction
improves the image quality as compared with Fig. 4(b).

Figure 5(a) is an original multi-color 3D movie (Media 1), and Figs. 5(b) to 5(e) are a snap-
shot of the color reconstructed movie, respectively. This is an animation scene whereby the
color phase of the character “Color” is changing and the color circle is rotating. The strong
light spots at the bottoms of Figs. 5(b)–5(e) are direct light from the one-chip RGB LED.
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Fig. 5. (a) is an original multi-color 3D movie, and (b) to (e) are the snapshot of the color
reconstructed movie, respectively. This is an animation scene whereby the color phase of
the character “Color” is changing and the color circle is rotating (Media 1).

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a time-division form of color electroholography is proposed with a low-priced
microprocessor, a one-chip RGB LED and a normal LCD with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. The
proposed method reduces the development cost using a low-priced microprocessor and RS-
232C instead of a high refresh rate LCD.The method could also be reconstructed with mixed
colors. Although we used an amplitude-modulated type LCD, the proposed method will use a
phase-modulated type LCD [5, 6].
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